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Introduction 

The Stanford Linear Accelerator is presently being up 
graded for the SLAC Linear Collider project. The energy is 
to be increased from approximately 31 GeV to 50 GeV. Two 
electron beams and one positron beam are to be accelerated 
with high demands on the quality of the beams. The beam 
specifications are shown below in Table 1: 

Table 1. Some SLC Specifications for the Linac 

Energy, E 51.5 GeV 
AEIE l 0.5% 
Particles per bunch 5 x 10’0 
Bunch length lmm 
Beam emittance 3 x 10-l’ rad meter 
Repetition rate 180 Hz 

To meet these specifications, all parameters inflpencing the 
beams have to be under tight control and continuous surveil- 
lance. This task is accomplished by a new computer system 
implemented at SLAC which has, among many other functions, 
control over RF accelerating fields. 

Historically, the 3 km long SLAC linear accelerator pro- 
vides RF accelerating fields at 2856 MHz using about 245 
high-power klystron stations.’ The stations are grouped into 
thirty sectors with eight klystrons each, plus an injection sec- 
tor. The distribution of the RF signal and the typical layout 
in the first sectors is indicated in Fig. 1. A continuous wave 
(cw) RF signal at 476 MHz is distributed to the sectors along 
the linac via a Main Drive Line (MDL). At each sector level a 
frequency multiplier increases the frequency to 2856 MHz. A 
pulsed sub-booster klystron amplifies the RF to 60 kW which 
provides a maximum of 4 kW drive signal at each high-power 
klystron station. In the past an assortment of 20 M W  to 
35 M W  klystrons were used in this position capable of oper- 
ating with a 2.5 p pulse width at a maximum repetition rate 
of 360 Hz. For the SLC operation of the lmac, these klystrons 
are presently being replaced with tubes capable of producing 
50 M W  power for 5 w with 180 Hz rep rate. The pulse length 
was increased to 5 p in order to utilize the energy compression 
of the SLAC Energy Doubler (SLED) system.2 In this system 
RF energy is stored in two high Q  cavities for 4.2 + The 
drive phase to the system is inverted by 180’ at 0.8 /LS before 
the end of the klystron pulse. This causes the stored energy 
in the SLED cavities to discharge and travel in addition to the 
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Fig. 1. RF system of 1ina.c Sector 0 to 2. 
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klystron power towards the accelerating structure. The pulse tude detection system (PAD) was developed which would si- 
at this point has the shape as shown in Fig. 2. The 0.8 ps long multaneously measure magnitude and phase of the RF pulse at 
pulse with a peak power of 306 M W  is filling the accelerator each high power station and each sub-booster station (Fig. 1). 
structures, four per station, each with a filling time of 0.8 y. For the phase measurement a stable reference is required. Phase 
The three SLC beam bunches are then accelerated through the reference lines were developed operating in conjunction with 
accelerator structure at the appropriate time. the MDL, whose electrical length is measured. 

Fig. 2. Amplitude of SLED pulse. 

In order to meet the high quality requirements of the SLC 
beams, the amplitude and phase of the accelerating RF fields 
have to be very stable from pulse to pulse. Table 2 shows 
the established jitter specification for Sectors 2-30. Sectors 0 
and 1 are somewhat less critical since the beam emittance is 
improved in electron and positron damping rings after Sector 1. 

Table 2. Maximum Jitter Specification 
Sector Phase Jitter Amplitude Jitter 

(degrees) (per cent) 

2 0.1 0.1 
3 0.2 0.2 

4-5 0.3 0.4 
6-30 0.5 0.5 

To allow computer control of all the RF systems a variety of 
RF control elements were developed such as phase shifters and 
attenuators operating at power levels from milliwatts to kilo- 
watts. In some cases fast-acting low-power control elements are 
used in conjunction with a newly developed transistor amplifier 
capable of producing 450 W  of pulsed power at S-band. This 
amplifier provides the drive signal to high-power klystrons and 
is considered a candidate for replacement of the sub-booster 
klystron. In the following report, each of these systems or 
components are described in greater detail. Eventually a rough 
overview of the computer architecture will be presented. The 
operation of the system will be described using interesting lin- 
earization procedures. 

Phue urd Amplitude Detector 

The phase and amplitude detector has the following func- 
tions: provide a measurement of amplitude and phase of mi- 
crowave pulses in the watt to kilowatt peak power range at 
2856 MHz with pulse widths of 0.1 to 5 ~6; produce video 
signals of the pulse measurement; take a sample of amplitude 
and phase at a computer-controlled sampling time and digi- 
tize these values; provide instrument control and calibration 
functions. 

Physically, the instrument consists of two separate units 
(see Fig. 3). An RF head3 contains the microwave printed 
circuit, video processing electronics and digitizing electronics. 
The controlling microprocessor is contained in a CAMAC mod- 
ule, the so-called Parallel Input/Output Processor (PIOP).’ 

The SLAC RF sys- Phase Reference Line 
tern was originally built Y ’ 
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A rough deription of the phase/amplitude detector fol- 
lows. The amplitude detector ir of a linear detector design 
where a diode rectifies the peak of the RF voltage. Its voltage 
linearity over a 20 dB range L its% and it haa excellent long- 
term stability. The phase detector usea a mixer aa a nulling 
detector with a f90” phase wobbler in the phase reference line 
to resolve offsets. A quasi-linear electronic 180” phase shifter 
is used to null the mixer. The control voltage to this phase 
shifter contains the phase information over a 180” range when 
the mixer is properly nulled. The range is expanded to 360” 
by determining the sign of the slope at the nero crossing. All 
pulsed signals are sampled by sample-and-hold device which 
are read into memory and then interrogated by the PIOP. 

The phaee is measured with a resolution of 0.1”. The ab- 
solute accuracy and linearity of the phase detector is limited 
by the linearity of the phase shifter and other factors to *loo. 
Measurement algorithms and calibration routines to improve 
linearity to f2’ over a 360” range are described later. 

Phase Reference Line 

For accurate phase measurement a highly stable reference 
phase is required, which has to be available in 13 m  intervals 
at every station along the length of the linac. To accommodate 
the frequent drop-out points, a reference line in an ultra-stable 
environment was chosen over the option of an electronically 
measured and controlled line. The foam dielectric cable with 
a low phase/temperature coefficient is concentrically enclosed 
by a water jacket with the water temperature controlled to 
45 * 0.1” c. 

The line provides 10 m W  cw reference signals at each sta- 
tion. To sustain this power level the reference line is divided 
into thirty sectors, each coincidental with the accelerator rec- 
tors and each driven through a stable amplifier after the fre- 
quency multiplication point of each sector. The 100 m  long 
reference line sections were measured to be stable to < 1’ in 
electrical length for ambient temperature changes of 30” C. 

Main Drive Line Phare Length Mearurement 

With the above reference line arrangement, the MDL is 
part of the reference and haa to be stable. The MDL con- 
sists of a temperature and expansion stabilized, pressurized, 
3-l/8 inch rigid coaxial line operating at 476 MHz. Despite 
careful construction it displays phase changes with environ- 

Fig. 4. MDL phase length measurement 

mental changer lhoetly pressure related in the order of 60’ at 
the accelerator frequency. A detector wan built meauring the 
round-trip phase length of the line aa shown in Fig. 4.s The 
forward signal ir modulated at the end of the MDL and Mnt 
back. At the MDL input, thir signal ia coupled out and can 
be compared to a portion of the forward signal. Since the 
difference in rignal level at this point is about 80 dB, a con- 
ventional phrre measurement b no longer practical. However, 
a simple amplitude measurement with the help of filtera and a 
qnchronour detector can resolve the phase of the modulated 
signal in the combined vectom. A feedback loop then adjusts 
a phase shifter in the path of the modulated signal to bring 
the vector V,,,d into quadrature with V,,, by minimizing the 
detected modulation (see the vector diagram in Fig. 4). V,,, 
is caused by reflections along the MDL and has to be small 
or stable in phae. In this feedback loop the control voltage 
to the phase shifter again contains the phase length informa- 
tion for the MDL. This phase length information fed into the 
computer can make appropriately weighted adjustments to the 
sector phases, muming the MDL changes phase length in a 
uniform fmhion. 

A second method of phase comparison utilicee a fast sam- 
pling version of the phase/amplitude detector to measure phase 
of a very short (- 100 ns) beam induced ringing in a single- 
cell cavity in the beam line. This measurement compares the 
reference line to our absolute phase rtandard, the beam. 

High Power Variable Attenuator 

One important control element in computer controlled RF 
is the variable attenuator. Low- and high-power versions of the 
same principal circuit are used, the high-power version opera- 
tional at up to 2 kW of pulsed power at 2856 MHz. It controls 
the drive signal to the high-power klystrons. 
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Fig. 5. Variable attenuator circuit (stripline). 

The circuit uner high power PIN diodes’ in a reflective 
mode which allows change of magnitude of retlectionivith only 
little variation in phase. An attenuation range of 35 dB can 
easily be optimised with a phase variation of < 10”. At the 
high power level, the PIN diodea do not display the ideal vari- 
able resistor behavior which leads to p&se distortion in regions 
of low bia current. Two effects occur with opposite results on 
the pube Bhape. One is a depletion of charges in the transi- 
tion region by the high RF currents when small bias currents 
are used. This effect can be minimiced by using diodes with 
a long transition region and even adding additional diodes in 
series. The other effect is an actual rectification of the RF 
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signal producing a bias current which self-biases the PIN diodes. 
This effect is dealt with by not providing a path for this bias 
current to flow. So the high power attenuator haa to be driven 
by a high impedance, low capacitance current Iource. The 
pulse distortion starts to be in the order of 0.5 dB at 10 dB of 
attenuation of a 5 y pulse at 2 kW power level. 

Computer Controlled Phase Shifterr 
Two types of phase rhiftem are in uee. A low-power ver- 

sion usable below 40 m W  provides 180” of continuous phase 
shift with a control voltage of O-10 V (Fig. 6). A quasi-linear 
phase versus control voltage response ir achieved by matching 
the nonlinear capacitance change of the varactor diodes to the 
nonlinearity of the phase of a variable reflection caused by the 
capacitance of the diode&’ (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 6. Electronic phase shifter response. 
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Fig. 7. Phase shifter circuit (rtripline). 

Variations in insertion l= over the control range have been 
minim&d to fO.l db by m  of lmy series elements.’ 

The phase rhifter b being uoed in all pmitions where phase 
can be controlled at low power, including the phase/amplitude 
detector and application8 at different frequencies, l.c., 476 MHz 
and 178 MHz. At the control input to the high-power klystrons 
at power levela of aa much M  2 kW pul.eed power, mlid rtate 
phase shifters become impractical for continuously variable 

devices or cumbersome for #witched devicea using PIN diodes. 
For the SLC upgrade it was decided to continue to utilire the 
original mechanical phase shifters and control them from the 
computer via a rtepping motor control. The phase ohiftern 
consist of circular waveguide sections with circularly polariced 
gelds and a rotating half-wave length section producing the 
phase rhift.‘*t It can shift the phase by 720 electrical degrees 
for a full 360’ mechanical rotation with a linear relationship 
between the two. The computer knows the position of this 
phase rhifter by counting the steps of the stepping motor and 
referring to an optical reference point. 

SoHd State Power Ampliflerg 

To be able to UM fast-acting low-power phase shifters or 
have independent control over one rtation, a e&d-state power 
amplifier was developed. The amplifier provides the drive level 
required by high-power klystrons. Just recently bi-polar tran- 
aistom have become available, providing aa much M  60 W  of 
output power at 2.7-3.1 GHz with a pulse width of 100 p and 
10% duty cycle. lo Combining eight ouch transistora ae output 
stage and providing the proper drive stages has resulted in a 
amplifier package with 450 W  of output power at 2856 MHz. 
Some constant phase droop during the 5 y pulse length of ap- 
proximately 20’ can be corrected by a feed-fonvard loop which 
applies an appropriate correction lrignal to a variable phase 
shifter at the input of the amplifier. The lifetime performance 
of the amplifiera is very promising and 4000 houm of operation 
have so far been accumulated without degradation or failure. 
Since the amplifier is a Class C device operating at a fixed 
power level, a high-power variable attenuator haa to follow it 
if power level to the klystron is to be controlled. 

SLC Computer Control Syrtem 

The central part of the SLC control system is a VAX host 
computer (Fig. 8). The host computer ir responsible for sup 
porting operator interfaces, display generation, and allows time- 
based sampling programs to accumulate data for later analysis. 
The host computer communicater with a large number of dis- 
tributed microprocersor clusters through a broad-band CATV 
based communication system. ‘I Each microproceaeor cluster is 
a multi-bus3 baaed Intel 8086/87 microcomputer which con- 
trols all devica in a geographical area (typically one sector) 
through a SLAGaerial CAMAC system. The microprocessor 
syrtem is responsible for all peripheral interfacing and commu- 
nicates with the hoot computer both through the SLC message 
service and through a rhared data base. The microprocessor 
cluster receiver beam pattern information from a dedicated 
channel on the CATV @em, and broadcasts timing informa- 
tion to CAMAC modules prior to each pulse. Qpical CAMAC 
peripheral include: DA& and ADCs for control of analog de- 
vices, beam position monitors, digital input/output modules, 
programmable delay unite for generation of required triggers, 
and the Parallel Input/Output Processor (PIOP). The PIOP’ 
b an Intel 8088 baaed intelligent controller which is used pri- 
marily for phase and amplitude measurement and klyrtron con- 
trol. The interface for the klystron control ir a special chassis 
called the Modulator/Klystron Support Unit (MKSU)12*‘3. It 
contain8 rtepping motor drives for the control phase shifter, 
buffer circuits for the variable attenuator and a variety of cir- 
cuitry concerned with timing, interlocks and klystron data ac- 
quisition. 
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while the FTP6 data ia being acquired. The 6upported type6 
of FTP6 are: 

l Phase or amplitude versur time (pube lape) 
l Phase or amplitude over 84 p&e6 (pulse to pulse jitter) 
l Amplitude venu6 drive (raturation plot) 
l Klydron voltage or current Vera6 t ime or p&e to pulse. 

To improve linearity of the phase detection, an off-line cali- 
bration routine located in the ho6t computer can be run which 
measure6 the detected phase in comparison to the linear con- 
trol phase shifter in the klystron drive. The program then use6 
the linear levt squarer method to calculate a polynomial which 
b ckorcd in the data b66e in the clu6ter micro to be used for 
PAD data correction. 

RF Control ByEteID Parformance 
The described sy6tem has been in operation in one-third of 

the SLAC linac for rix month6 and ha6 functioned very well. 
The availability of accurate long-term phase information ha6 
proven very valuable to the linac operation and fast fault de- 
tection ir porrible due to the jitter information on phase and 
amplitude and ha6 led to improvement6 of the performance in 
individual station6. 
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Fig. 8. SLC RF computer control system. 

Operational Description 

The program to operate the phase and amplitude detec- 
tor is down-loaded into the PIOP from the local clueter micro. 
With the PIOP primed to a certain time slot the program find6 
the phase null through a rimple search procedure and then cali- 
brates the nulling detector wiggling the detector’6 ph;ure rhifter 
by *2” and wobbling the phase between 0 and 180’ with the bi- 
phase wobbler. Detector gain, offeet and rign of cero crollsing 
are determined and the abeolute cero calculated. Depending 
on the data zcqul6ition mode the PIOPs program might then 
=freeee” the detector’6 phase rhiftem and depend on the lin- 
earity of the detector to calculate the klyetron phase. The 
resultant phare information rtill contain6 the inherent nonlin- 
earity of the phue rhifter which ir later removed by a 6yystem 
calibration procedure. 

The PIOP will also (upon requeet from the host computer) 
measure a ret of correlated data point6 for display in the control 
room or from portable consoles. These fast t ime plot6 (FTP) 
urually take the form of a set 64 6equential data point6 ver6u6 
time within the pute, resulting in a rampled waveform picture 
on the console (Fig. 9). Normal data acquisition is suspended 
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Fig. 9. Computer fast t ime plot of SLED p&e. 
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